
TYCS     Sem-5       Paper – Game Programming 

1. 2D stand for 

a Two-Dimensional 

b Two-Diamond 

c Two-Diagram 

d Second Diagram 

2. 3D Vector Have 

a XYZ Plane 

b XY Plane 

c Both a &b 

d 3 Dimensional 

3. Which is not a type of Transformation 

a Notation 

b Translation 

c Scaling 

d Shearing 

4. GPU uses 

a. CPU 

b .Bus 

c .Serial card 

d. Graphics Card 

5. Euler’s Rule Defined as 

a. Faces+Vertices=edges+2 

b. Faces+2Vertices=edges 

c. 2Faces+Vertices=2edges 

d. Faces+Vertices=2edges 

 

6. The Cartesian xy-plane provides a mechanism for___________ 

a)Scale pairs of related variables into a graphical format 

b)Rotate pairs of related variables into a graphical format 

c)Reflect pairs of related variables into a graphical format 

d)translating pairs of related variables into a graphical format 

7.A vector refers to a quantity that possesses both ___________ 

a)magnitude 

b) direction 

c) magnitude and direction 

d)Side 

8. The Condition is true if ux = vx, uy = vy, and uz = vz then it is said 

a)Same 

b)Equal 

c)Different 

d)Merge 

9. If u · v > 0, then 

a)the angle θ between the two vectors is less than 90 degrees (i.e., the vectors make an 

acute angle). 



b)the angle θ between the two vectors is greater than 90 degrees (i.e., the vectors make an 

obtuse angle). 

c)then u ⊥ v (i.e., the vectors are orthogonal). 

d) None of the above 

10. The word “orthogonal” can be used as a synonym for 

a)Parallel 

b)Perpendicular 

c)Equal 

d)Zero 

 

11. The ___________________has often been called the brains of the PC. 

a)CPU 

b)GPU 

c)Hard Disk 

d)Monitor 

12. The transformation that is used to alter the size of an object is_____________ 

a) Scaling 

b) Rotation 

c) Translation 

d) Reflection 

13. The basic geometric transformations are 

a) 3d 

b) 2d 

c) Scaling 

d) 4d 

14. If the value of sx=1 and sy=1 then 

a) Reduce the size of object 

b) Distort the picture 

c) Produce an enlargement 

d) No change in the size of an object 

15.  A _______________ generates equal spacing between the interpolated values 

for equal changes in the interpolating parameter. 

a)linear interpolant 

b)Non-Linear Interpolation 

c)Cubic Interpolation 

d)Trigonometric Interpolation 

16.  What does Open GLSL stand for? 

a)Graphical Library of Shadow Languages 

b)Geographic Library of Structural Library 

c)Graphical Leader of Shading Library 

d)Graphics Library Shader Language 

17. The compute shader technology is also known as the ________ technology 

a)DirectX 

b)DirectCompute 

c)CPU 

d)GPU 

18.  AR Stands for 

a)Augmented Reality 

b)Apex  Reality 

c)All Reality 

d)Artificial Reality 

19.  _____ antialiasing technique is more expensive. 

a)Sampling 



b)Supersampling 

c)Subsampling 

d)Multisampling 

20. Vertices are bound to the rendering pipeline in a special direct3D data structure called a 

________ 

a)Back Buffer 

b)Index Buffer 

c)Vertex Buffer 

d)Front Buffer 

21. Which stage reads geometric data from memory & uses it to assemble geometric 

primitives? 

a)Tessellator stage 

b)Output merger stage 

c)Input assembler stage 

d)Vertex shader stage 

22. In order for Direct3D to determine which pixels of an object are in front of another, it 

uses a technique called_______________________. 

a)Front buffer 

b)Shader 

c)Depth buffering or z- buffering 

d)Vertex buffer 

23. The _________________ is a texture that does not contains image data but contains 

depth information about a particular pixel. 

a)Front buffer 

b)Vertex buffer 

c)Depth buffer 

d)Back buffer 

24. In _________________ the image color is computed once per pixel and that color is 

replicated into all visible subpixels that are covered by the polygon. 

a)Sampling 

b)Multisampling 

c)Supersampling 

d)subsampling 

25.  _____________ is more accurate and handles texture and shader aliasing. 

a)Sampling 

b)Multisampling 

c)Super sampling 

d)subsampling 

26.  ______________ refers to the complete sequence of steps necessary to produce a 2D 

image based on what the virtual camera sees. 

a)Rendering pipeline 

b)Blending 

c)Lighting 

d)Texturing 

27.  Which stage reads geometric data like vertices and indices from memory and uses it to 

gather geometric primitives like triangles, lines? 

a)Vertex shader Stage 

b)Rasterization Stage 

c)Pixel shader Stage 

d)Input Assembler Stage 

28. The difference between a triangle list and strip is that the triangle list may be 

_____________, while a triangle strip assumes they are ____________. 

a)Disconnected, connected 



b)Connected, disconnected 

c)Connected, distributed 

d)Directed, undirected 

29.  After assembling the primitives the vertices are given to the __________. 

a)Pixel Shader Stage 

b)Vertex Shader Stage 

c)Input Assembly Stage 

d)Blending 

30.  What is the full form of NDC? 

a)Normalized Direct Coordinates 

b)Normalized Device Coordinates 

c)Normal DirectX Container 

d)Non-matrix Device Coordinates 

31.  _____________ subdivides the triangles of a mesh to add new triangles. 

a)Input Assembler Stage 

b)Geometry shader Stage 

c) Tessellation Stage 

d)Vertex Shader Stage 

32. Unity is  ? 

a. Game engine 

b. Photo Editor 

c. Gimp 

d. ProBuilder 

33. Scenes are included in  folder. 

a. Build 

b. Assent 

c. Library 

d. Project Settings 

34. The Transform component determines the 

a.Toolbar 

b. Scene View 

c. content 

d. Scale 

35. What is the most important component of unity? 

a. Toolbar 

b. Scene View 

c. Hierarchy 

d. Transform 

 
36. Inspector  in  unity  is a  panel. 

a. Context-sensitive 

b. Content-sensitive 

c. Context-complex 

d. None 

37. Asset bundlers  are  in unity. 

a. Content 

b. Files 

c. Objects 

d. Tags 

38. Non-Rigid object in Unity? 

a. Deformable 

b. Breakable 

c. Both 



d. None 

39. Prefab  in  unity   is referred for           template. 

a)Pre-fabricated object 

b)Fabricated object 

c)Post-fabricated Object 

d) None 

40. To make a copy of an object you  can use  function. 

a. Instantiate() 

b. Func() 

c. Spawnactor() 

d. Object 

41. In unity how can you hide game Object? 

a. ToolBarObject.transform.SetActive(false) 

b.Object.Transform.setActive(false) 

c. gameObject.transform.SetActive(false) 

d. None 

42. When an application is close the correct order of execution of event function is: 

a. Awake() , start(), onEnable() 

b. onEnable(), awake(), start() 

c. Awake() , onEnable() , start() 

d. None 

43. Use of Asset Bundles in Unity? 

a.Uploading 

b.Downloading 

c.Editing 

d.Deleting 

44. Main classes that function inclides is: 

a.class 

b.union 

c.Array 

d.for 

45. Non-Rigid  object  in unity? 

a.Deformable 

b.Breakable 

c. Both a and b 

d. None 

46.  Cache means             . 

a)Speed up the game 

b)Speedup processing 

c)Speed uploading 

d)speed down the game 

47. Game  is Collection  of  screen? 

a. 1 to many 

b. 1 to 1 

c. Many to many 

d. 1 to 2 

48. Game object come to life via components includes? 

a. name 

b. process 

c. Scripts 

d. red 

49.  Object will  turn  on hierarchy 

a. Red 



b.Blue 

c.Black 

d.All 

50.  Major component in unity architecture. 

a.Library 

b.obj 

c.Game Engine 

d.Project 

51.  Local cache for imported assets and meta data 

a. Library 

b.Temp/obj 

c.Project Settings 

d.None 

52. ____________is always used to compile scripts? 

a.Mongo 

b. Mono 

c.None 

d.Both a & b 

53. Unity  supports ______ animation imported within a model file? 

a.Words 

b.Character 

c.Strings 

d.None 

54.    Postion  of the  objects can’t  be change directly  from  . 

a.Transform 

b. Assets 

c.Vectors 

d.Axes 

55. The-------  shows the current scene structure. 

a.Scripts 

b.Hierarchy panel 

c.Inspection Panel 

d.None 

56. The --------- allows users to modify numeric values  (such as position,  rotation  and 

scale),  drag and drop references of scene objects. 

a.Render panel 

b.Inspection Panel 

c.Scripts 

d.None 

57. _______should be normalized when used to move an object. 

a.Pixel 

b.Vector 

c.Texture 

d.Transform 

58.  ______should be used to make things that depend on time operate correctly. 

a.Time.deltaTime 

b.Time.metaTime 

c.configure.Time 

d.object time 

59.  The “overdrawn” mode helps the user to profile the number of pixels being rendered in 

the----- 

a.Different area 

b.Current section 



c.Whole project 

d.Same area 

60.  __________makes the scene render all pixels without illumination 

a.Highly lighting 

b.Deferred Lighting 

c.Flame attribute 

d.None 

61 .Pixel  shader is a script  that  runs  for each ___ after three vertexes are processed in a 

mesh’s triangle. 

a. Fragments 

b. Coordinates 

c. Panel 

d. Script 

62.  Textures  and  Meshes  are example   of element stored in  . 

a. Processor 

b. GPU memory 

c. CPU memory 

d. All 

63. Capabilities of unity is ---- 

a.kernel 

b.mathes 

c.engine 

d.  AAA game quality l 

 

64.  Meta Data in Unity means? 

a.   Data about data 

b.   Data that describes data 

c.   Complete information about the data 

d.    machine 

65.  Collision Call back functions are. 

a.  OnCollisionEnter 

b. OnCollision 

c. OnCollisionExit 

d. collision 

 


